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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the air velocity measurement at eight courtyards in
International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM). At IIUM. the courtyards can
be categorized into nYO typologies according to geom.etry. .Air velocity behavior
are varies; at the two different courtyard geometry. The typologies of courtyards
analyzed in this paper are; the enclosed courtyard and the 'U' shape courtyard.
Utilizing the data from this study, the effects 01 the typologies on the air velocity
measurements are studied. The data collected indicated that wind flow at the
courtyard could contribute in lowering the temperature and humidity, thus
making the courtyard more comfortable. This factor will indirectly contribute to
the savings ofenergy through providing comfortable naturally ventilated spaces.
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INTRODUCTION
Careful planning in desigrring courtyards in the hot humid climate may be useful
to ameliorate the conditions at transitional spaces between outdoor and indoor.
Air velocity that is one of the main contributors to .thermal comfort is highly
subjected to the geometry of outdoor spaces (Noor Hanita & Abdul Razak, 2000).
In a field experiment at plazas adjacent to tall buildings, geometry has been
proven to be one distinct parameter in determining theai;r velocity behavior and
consequently affecting the thermal comfort of the outdoor space.
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Courtyards have been considered as transitional space that affects the
microclimate by modifying the comfort of the surrounding buildmgls. Both
Cadima (1998) and Bagneid (1987) agreed that the parameters influencing the
microclimate are ratio, form proportions, finishes and landscaping. Nevertheless
orientation has also been one of the most important parameter in influencing th~
outdoor climate (.Md Najib & Noor Hanita, 1999; Emmanuel, 1993; Bosselman
et. At, 1997; ShaVtv and Cape1uto, 1992).
DEFINTI10N OF COURTYARD
The courtyard is a spaces surrounded (enclosed) by a continuous solid wall of
fe"v openil1gs while the outside climate has direct impact on the spaces through
an opening in the roof (bagneid, 1987). A courtyard is also defined as a space
v.ithout a roof but enclosed by walls (Oxford, 1985). Meanwhile, the Fl.ID.k and
Wagnail's encyclopedia (1999) defines a courtyard is a cotrrt that opens to the
sky, eSpecially ifit is enclosed on all four sides.
THE PARANIETERS
a. The Location
llUM is located in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia approximately 14 bn. from Kuala
Lumpur City Centre: The case study was conducted at IIUM: represented
courtyards of different ·orientations and geometry but of mainly similar
proportion and ratio. The buildings surrounding the courtyards are four storeys
high forming U-shape and enclosed courtyards that are surrounded on four sides.
b. The Courtyards
ht International Islamic University of Malaysia (llUM), two distinct geometries
of courtyards are evident. Eight courtyards were surveyed in this study. The
courtyards are; _
1. Courtyard at Kulliyyah ofEngineering (Figure 1)
2. Courtyard at llUM Clinic (Figure 2)
3. Courtyard at Kulliyyah ofEconomic (Figure 3)
4. Courtyard at Ahmad Ibrahim Ku11iyyah ofLaws (Figure 4)
5. Courtyard at Central Complex (Figure 5)
6. Courtyard at Kulliyyah of Islamic Revealed Knowledge and Human
Sciences (IRKH) (Figure 6)
7. Courtyard at Research Centre (Figure 7)
8. _Courtyard at IrU1v1 Mosque (Figure 8)
The courtyards can be subdivided into Enclosed and 'U' shape (Figure 9 and 10)
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FIGURE 6 Courtyard at Kulliyyah of
Islamic Revealed Knowledge
and Human Sciences (IRKH)
FIGURE 4 CoUrtyard at Ahmad Ibrahim
Kulliyyah ofLaw
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FIGURE 2 Courtyard at ITUM ClinicFIGURE 1 Courtyard at Kulliyyah of
Engineering
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~~iI{. FIGURE 5 Courtyard at Central Comple~
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I';,,·,·~'. FIGURE 7 Courtyard at Research centre FIGURE 8
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"Enclosed"
Courtyant
FIGURE 9 '1J" Shape Courtyard
1. Courtyard at Kulliyyah of
EconoDJic,
2. Courtyard at Ahmad Ibrahim
Kulliyyah ofLaw
3. Courtyard at Research
Center,
4. Courtyard at ITUM Central
Complex
c. The Climate
FIGlJ""RE 10 Enclosed Cou..·..tyard
1. Courtyard at Kulliyyah of
Engineering
2. Courtyard at IIUM Clinic
3. Cou..-rtyard at Kulliyyah of
IRKH
4. Courtyard at ITUM Mosque
The general climatic conditions of Kuala Lumpur (latitude 3" 08'N, longitude
101" 44'E) is hot humid tJrroughout the year. It is characterized by seasonal and
daily temperature variation. The annual average temperature is around 27 "e and
diurnal range is minimal armmd 10 "e. Relative humidity is high throughout the
year with range from minimum of 50% to 99% and average of 84%. Wind is
generally calm and light with wind speed recorded between 0 - 3.0 mls in the
urban area (Noor Hanita & Abdul Razak, 2000)
d. The Measurement
The experiment was conducted on eight consecutive days from 24th• to 31st•
March 2001. The data was measured from 0700 hour to 1900 hour with the data
reading at an interval of 30 minutes. This period has been selected for the
experiment due to the critical conditions of the daytime in the tropical region.
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RESULTS AND .ANALYSIS
TABLE 1 Air Velocity Data at Eight Experimented Courtyards
I. KulHyyah Of Engineering's Enclosed 3:1
Courtyard
2. Clinic'.s Cowtyard Enclosed 2:1
3. Mosque's Courtyard Enclosed 5:1
4. KuUiyyah Of llilamic Revealed Enclosed 3;1
Knowledge & Huminitie&' S
Courtyard
5. KuUiyyah OfEconony's UShape 3:1
Courtyard
6. KuIliyyah Of Law's Courtyard USb:!pe 5:1
7. Central Complex's Courtyard UShape 3:1
S. Research Cenlre's CoUI1y.lrd UShape 2:1
RANGE
LOCATIO~ GEOMETRY RATIO AIR VELOCITY (mJs)
Min Mean Max
0.21 0.84 1.75
0-02 0.20 0.53
0.02 0.95 2.67
0.07 0.76 2.09
0 0.48 1.15
O.oI 0048 1.7
0-01 0.17 0.63
0.04 0040 1.14
0.01-1),21 0.2-0.9 0.6-1.7
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CONCLUSIONS
From the result and analysis as shown in table 1 and figure 11, it can be
concluded that;
1. The ra!io of the courtyard did affect the air velocity inside the courtyard
2. The same ratio shows similar result.
3. Ratio 5:1 shows the highest recorded air velocity due to its openness
4. Ratio 2:1 shows the lowest recorded air velocity due to its constricted.
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